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. An investigation has been made to understand the effects of 
gold diffusion temperatures and different epitaxial resistivity 
.values upon the electrical characteristics of a silicon beam-lead 
sealed-junction transistor whose design is similar to the transistor 
components presently being used in the fabrication of silicon integrated 
circuits. 
A total of 300 silicon transistors were fabricated using different 




and different n-type epitaxial resistivity materials (0.2-0.25 fl-cm, 
. . . 0. 57-0. 79 n-cm, 1. f~ 312 n-cm, 6. 0- 7. O n-cm) . -'Fh.e epitaxial resi_sti vi ties 
and gold diffusion __ t~mperatures now usecrin fabricating stlicon int .. egrated 
circuits are within the above limits of this study. 
Theoretical con·siderations of collector series resistance, 
collector-emitter saturation voltage, and storage time are discussed 
and compared again~t those values obtained through experimentation .. 
The values of collector- series resistance obtained experimentally ·. 
:are eonsiderably SJJ!~li_~r in gener~l than __ those values found through 
- -_- -- . - -- --- - -- . - . : - - - --. ·--·-·- ... - ....... -·--· _::· .. ·--···-----·----------,----~------ 11!.. ..... " ... ------- ---- -- ·-------------: .. · .......... :. -- -- ... .'. "·---···---- -----··- _____ . ______ -................................ --- ------ - ----------- -··---- --- ·. -- - _ _, -- -- ----------- -~ 
-a.worst-case analysis. 
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--- ---- --- ---=-----· 
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Storage time values were found to- decreas~_. with an i.r~r~~se i:r>: go,);g_·,_, ___ 
------------·------------------·--··-···--···-------------- ···-------.. - ··:·.-· .... ··-
-,- -
... , diffusion tempE;?ratu_re -an<:I the experimental results co~par~d favorably 
,.,. 
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- . ~- --- -- -·- - -- - --
" . -
· .. ; 
.... 
• 
In general, the electrical parameters of transistors fabricated 
with gold diffusion temperatures at gdo 0 c, 1040°C, 1100°c, and 11S0°C 
were satisfactory; however, poor test results were experienced with 
devices gold diffused at 1200°C. Some good transistors were made 
using the 6.0-7.0 n-cm n-type epitaxial resistivity material; however, 
·-.,..,. 
a more complete study would be needed for ample characterization. 
The most important results of this study are graphs showing 
the ~hange in collector-emi tt-er saturation vol t_age as a function of 
epitaxial resistivities for various gold diffusion temperatures and 
the change in storage time as a function of gold diffusion temperatures 
for various epitaxial resistivities. These graphs can be used to 
predict the saturation voltage-storage time trade-offs for any value 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The need for information on the combined effect$ of gold diffusion 
.temperatures and n-type epitaxial material resistivities upon the 
electrical parameters of silicon beam lead in~egrated circuits 
has led to this experimental study. 
For want of a model which could simulate the effects upon the 
electrical performance of silicon integrated circuits and reduce 
the many side effects associated with complex integrated circuits, 
a silicon .planar beam lead transistor was used. This planar transistor 
was very similar in dimensions and electrical characteristics to 
transistor components utilized in the design of silicon beam lead 
integrated circuits. 
The basic design of the silicon planar beam lead tra~sistor 
will be discussed. A description of the gold diffusion technique 
will be explained as well as a 4iscussion of the associated theory 
. , 
involving the· effects of gold diffusion and n-type epitaxial material 
resistivities upon the electrical parameters of a planar transistor .. 
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II. BASIC DESIGN OF SILICON PLANAR BEAM LEAD TRANSISTOR 
There is no intent in this study to elaborate on the individual 
processes used in fabricating silicon integrated circuits except 
for the gold diffusion technique which will be explained later in 
another section. However, in order to simulate the combined effects 
of gold diffusion and n-type epitaxtal material resistivities upon 
the electrical parameters of silicon integrated circuits, it was 
necessary to process all of the silicon planar beam ..lead transistors 













circuits are fabricated. In this way, the beam lead transistors j 
received similar diffusions, cleanings, metallizing proces~es, and 
I 
. - .. ~,-- -·-----· .. -···---. 1 
' 
· especially the gold diffusion process. 
The silicon p~anar beam lead transistor used in this study was 
compos·ed· of an antimony doped (n+) substrate and .arsenic do.ped (n) 
epitaxial layer. The dopant for the p-type base was boron and phostorus_ 
. (~ 
was then-type dopant for the emitter. A layer of silicon nitride'was ) 
used. for the junction seal and the beam lead metallizing (platinum 
.silicide-titanium-platinum-gold). was used for the contacts. · .In Figure 
.- . 
. . 
- .. ~. ___ ·· __ ~~: ..... ~ ... J-1 ___ ~ -~-!oss-sectioncil enlarged_ sketch (not to scale) of th~ !1-:..P_:!!_ __ _ 
. . - . - _._ • •• --·. 'T'.'" -_ - • - .• ·- - . . ·• -- -· - ' ---- . . - .• - . . - ~----- - • • ' . ' --·, ' - . 
beam l_ead transistor- is shown as well. ·as the approximate _thickness· 
. -
of the substrate and epitaxial layers. Also indicat.ed are·· the 
I· 
·:: -· - - ---- ·--· ·- --
......•....• ·• C~C eentration~•~rc·tire~~sigt(Yl"4$-••.~v~~-F.--~~C~ T "'-_· __ ... _._· .._ ... -_ ...... _ .. ·---~-·· .. l 




















emitter, base, and collector 











are identified • • regions 
contact area, base area, 
area are also indicated. 
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III. GOLD DIFFUSION TECHNIQUE 
A. Discussion of the Properties of Gold in Silicon 
Before describing the actual procedures involved in the gold 
diffusion process for silicon int.egrated circuit fabrication, the. 
properties of gold and its effect in silicon should be briefly ) 
reviewed. 
Gold has been found t·o diffuse into silicon by a complex 
--:-·, .-.;· 





,,'equilibrium. (l) In work done by BakanowskL and Forster(2) and 
. . 
Collia!, et al (3), they found that gold dOp:i__n~ silicon created a 'large 
c·oncentration "Of recombination centers. The solid-state diffusion 
~ts~ · :·_·,. 




.and precise rneans·\,bf · introduci_ng recombination centers in densities 
;,- ·-
- · 16 · 3 
· as large as 8 x 10 ctn.~ in a prediffused silicon slice. 
··'-... 
Bemski(4) found that ~e presence of gold atoms in the -silicon 
''., 
lattice decreased the lifetime'·\of excess electrons and holes in 











<:ross section was temperature indepenient. Therefore, the numbei- i 1 
- - · . _ _ _ -· . - _ - · . .. ·°', _ · . -:_ - . . · . I 
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7
_·, ______ : ___ --- .. ----L~. 1, 
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' \ 
! 
:added to n-type silicon. · The resi~tivi!_y of. tlie siliqon material t r -1, 
I 
approaches that of intrinsic .. silicon when the concentratio!l_ of go~d · 
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the chemical potential curve of n-type silica~ below·thechemicai 
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potential level in intrinsic silicon, altering in this way the 
type of conduct ion from n-type into p-type. They also· found that 
the introduction of gold into n-type silicon may raise its resistivity 
by several orders of magnitude, up to the intrinsic resistivity 
value and even above it (due to the decrease of the current-carrier 
.. 
~ 
mobility in silicon after alloying with gold). The end result was 
n-type silicon can become p-type after a certain ratio of gvld, NAu' and 
initial donor, Nd' concentrations are reached. 
' 
Once gold has been diffused into silicon, the question.that 
arises is whether or not the precipitation of gold occurs once·the 
silicon slice cools slowly and is subjected to remaining processes 










study of the interaction. betwe·en gold. and ·a-isiocat·ioris···rn-silico_ii_~----------·--·· -·- ·--- . r 
His study revealed gold induces dislocations in silicon and following 
slow cooli_ng from the diffusion temperature, there was no observabl·e 
precipi~tion of gold in the interior of the.silicoh crystal. Bulll~C7) 
has stated that if silicon slices diffused with gold at~ relatively 
~igh temperature are further processed for considerable times at 
j 







! i ,, 
I 
' . l 
i 
i 
! lower temperatures, the gold in exces_s of the solubility 1 imit can · ·· · . \ · 
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be re-_distributed and precipitation· can o_ccur .. 
---.. 
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~ ; . . ·. I 
·-------~~~---"-· ____ ,_ · ·.... Jrom the e 1 eC t~i~.! __ 1!!.~~1?!!.!'J:!ffl-1lll!~L.Qb.tain.ed _ _fl:Qm~healll. .. lead planaz:..---·---=--·'·"'---··--·- - J- . 
It is, ·therefore, one of t~e purposes of this study to analyze 
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. - . -- -~- .. . j 
~: 
'l 
and forward-current transfer ratios .. 
. - -- ---·--------~---·-·-·----~----- --· -·--~----·· -~-----·'-------··- . 
Also iL1tlll be_ asc.ertained 
-·----- --· .,__ 
~--·- -- - I 
f 
.. L .. :.:. whether or not--n~typ--e-s1ltcon · -is ··convertea-to- p-type-s··rr1c.on· in any______________________________ r · 
of the devices. 
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Another factor which will be noted here is gold diffusion is 
often used in the processing of silicon slices because gold helps 
to control the variation in device parameters. In designs fabric·ated 
in the silicon integrated circuit models fac_ility, gold diffusion 
is often done not for reasons of decreasing lifetime but because 
it has been found that devices with no gold diffusion repeatedly 
gave a widespread variation in leakage currents.CS) In this study, 
all devices received the gold diffusion process. 
B. Discussion of Gold Diffusion Technique 
. .,,. 
The silicon slice for integrated circuits is subjected to approx~mat 
imately one hundred process steps. For the planar transistor, which 
is not as complex, ab_out thre.e-fourths of these process steps were 
----··-· ----- --------·- .. u-s~-,---(-h-e.-,-·-·-··b\1r-iea--l-a-ye-r-,- -iso-lat-ion ,- · -and-. ~:d~ep· collector · di f fus i o·ns 
• 
are not required). ~ ~-There are _different process steps where the g.old. 
if.fusion can be incorporated, but for this study the gold -was evaporated 
(ap roximately ·2.000 + 1oooi) on the back of the wafer after the window 
for th emitter had been opened in the silicon di9xide by the photo-· 
shaping o eration. . This was :cons.istent· with· silicon integrated circuit 
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··- }--- ·-proces·si~g. he_ gold is · di':f.fu.sed · th:ro~glrout .th-e -~ilicptt ·wafer during u : 
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the I000°C emit 
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-----
r difiu:sion· operafion (diffusion t:ime is approxiin.ately 
( 
45 minutes) .. 
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' I, 
This gold "spike" operation was performed only once and after the , I 
· compl~tion of the following process steps: diffusion of then+ material 
for the emitter; 900°C oxidation; the first photoshaping operation 
to open the contact windows in the silicon dioxide insulator layer; 
··- - .......... -- . --
, 
the deposition of silicon nitride and silicon oxide for the junction 
seal; and several cleaning operations. 
.·Cr 
The gold "spike" is necessary since a 900°C oxidation follows 
~· the emitter (and gold) diffusion operation. The gold distributed 
throughout the silicon wafer may precipitate during the lower tem-
perature operation. (IO) The gold "spike" simply rettirns the gold 
,., .. 
level' to that concentration level determined by the so·lid solubility 
of gold in silicon ~t the )'spike" temperature. 
c.' , 
The gold cannot be distributed throughout the silicon wafer 
during the "spike" operation since a diffusion operation is needed 
of sufficient duration (4.5 minutes). If the distribution of gold 
was attempted during the spike operation, the jµnctions shallower-
than 3 microns would be affected and control of the base width in the 
~ 
wafers would be lost. Therefore,. it is ne.cessary to distribute the 
-~-, ..... ···•·· ... -· 
gold during the emitter diffusion· and then "spike" the wafer afte:r _____ " __ ... -.,./--.--. . . 
. -
-
. .. - --- . . - - -- -- .. -·· -··-· -· - . ~-
. ·- · (11) 
·all other tempe:rature treatments are COJ1!pleted ._ . J . 
It will be noted in a later section in th·e format of ·this 
the paddle to reduce contamination) and inserting it into the hot 
. ·~-
~~ 













- - ------ ;., .. __ - ~ ........ ___ , 
•' ' 
zone of a furnace where the temperatures are known.· The slice is 
allowed to remain in·· the furnace for an al lotted time depending 
on the gold "spike" temperature desired. After the slice has been 
subject·ed to the prescribed "spiking" temperature, it is immediately 
removed and quenched by placing it on a quartz slab at room tempe~ature. 
This is done so as to restrict the gold atoms from moving into any 
more interstitial lattice openings and essentially reducing the 
precipitation of the gold atoms. 0 
In Table 1, the time in seconds for specific gold "spiking" 
---= -=c--~= '. __ -
.. 
( 
I temperatures in °C is shown. The equipment to do the gold "spiking" 
operation is also indicated. 
.. ..•• - --- -- ···--- - - .... r 
for 
The expected storage times for specific gold "spike" temperatures 
silicon integrated circuits are shown below(l 2): 
Gold "Spike" Temperature 
900°C 
1040°c 
- 1100°c ,,,.. 
• I ~ ·• 
1200°c-
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Temperatures such as 900 to· _1_150°C have been _ consist_ent1y used 
in the processi_ng of silicon integrated circuits and therefore~ 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS AND PARAMETERS 
A. Collector Series Resistance 
.,. 
..... ~ Ordinarily an increase in the collector series re~istance of 
... silicon integrated circuit devices is undesirable. For example, 
an increase in collector series resistance would increase the collector-
emitter saturation voltages of its tr·ansistors which would decrease 
the noise margin of.most digital circuits and reduce the voltage 
swing of most linear circuits. To reduce collector series resistance 
in silicon integrated circuits, an n+ buried layer is diffused into 


















In this study, where n epitaxial material was grown on an 
antimony ·d6ped n+ substrate, the substrate is essentially the _buried 
I 
l_ayer·~ · Since the collecto~ ohmic contact is located on the top · 
o'( the transistoT (previously described in section II) and no deep 
coll~ct~r process operation was used, the possibility of the collector 
'·,· 
· '· ·,. series -~esistance increasing due to the. gold "spiking" operation does 
·"',,, ,-
~ I \ . 
·,, 
: ... ex_ist (i.e., collec~or current. flows. through the epita;ial layer to~ 




. the ·s\lbstrate, through the substrate, and back through the epitaxial 
::,. 
-·· 
layer to :the top collector contact) .. 
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~he appropriate areas into trapezoidal regions would give ~a good ~ ------
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approximation. ,However, another good approximation which gives 
a worst case effect is to divide the appropriate areas into rectangular 
sections and make a summation of all the areas. The equations used 
to calculate the area of the rectangular sections of the collector· 
contact region, the cross-sectional area in the substrate through 
which current flows from the emitter to the collector, and the area-
. 
of the emitter diffusion region are shown below: 
ArCOLL = (Collector) 
t • ~ 
.. 








. -~ -- - - . • Af cc..;E)· = 
. 1 
R, w 
-e ··:sub - - • --------- ---- -~ - -- -- J.____ -
(Collectpr-Ern~tter) 
Ar (C-E) 2 = WW e sub 
.) 
,. 
. """ ·- . . --




Ar ... ap·(l ~--... =· cross-·sectional -area, iii subs.trate (C~EJ 'l · ·-: (C}-E) 2 
· \~!trough which current. flows :from 
. . . ' . 
- ..••. --·-· ... -----~-·-- ----~0 -- - ---~-'----
·.. -. r- emitter to col1e·ctor. . . . 
·~ ........... ., r..lt• -.~ -· ... ·-~·!: ' -~ -·~- - -·-· - ,• - ---· ... -
~~-area _of emitter diffusion region. 
Jl.. = length of emitter diffl.lsed_regi_~l!.· · --
___ .e ------------ ----· - . ·-·-·- ---==--====-·····-·-·-·---···-···------·--------····----~----·-- ·-·· ··- -· -- -. ·-
. Wsub = thickness of substrate. 
• w = ·width of emitter diffused -region-.· 
.. e. 
:, .. •, 
:·~, 
- - ---- --- --; ____ ., 
~ . . . . 
r· 
... :. ·~- .... ...; .. ~· ·--=----·-.•.•- -- ..:c ....... -- :.: -···· •••• 




Ii . ..,, .... -
i 
and. R, - 0.0074 inch WC - 0.0009 inch cl 1 
1 - 0.0072 inch w - 0.0018 inch ...... - " .. . .... --.·;..--:::;. If 
c2 .• c2 
... 
' 
.. R, 0.005 inch 0.001 inch . - w - • :'a - . e e 
·-w 0.00173 inch. ·-·" -sub -
' . The.collector contact region was divided into the two rectangular 
regions t w .. , 1and t w . Also, it should be noted that the transistor 
. cl cl c2 c2 
in final form is·. on an averag_e only 50. 8 microns thick. (For better 
handling capability in the entire processing, the wafer is initially 
· made thicker, 229-279· microns.) Therefore, only·the average thickness 
·of 50.8 microns will be used in the calculations. 
To calculate the collector series resistance, RSC' the following 
initiaF equation was used: 
pt R = -A· 
Therefore, the expression for R was found to be: 
SC 
p .1 



























_ Pepi = resistivity of the epitaxial layer. ·= · -. j 
. -~- . 
. -~. 
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tbsub = distance between.base diffusion depth and substrate. 
Note that the two collector series resistances of the cross-




sectional areas in the substrate are in parallel (second tenn in 
the equation). 
In Figure 4, an enlarged sketch illustrating areas used to 
_ calculate RSC • shown . IS C, ,,1 
. ' 
In Table 2, the calculated collector • resistances for series 
the beam lead planar transistor used in this s.tudy are shown for 
different epitaxial re.sistivity values. (Note that the calcuiations 
are for no gold doping.l_ An average epitaxial layer thickness of 
8 microns was used. Also "indicated in the t.-able ·are value( for 
A._ · , A_ , A_ , ~ , p - 1', i , i , ic · . ., , and tb b. 
~-!:COLL -~ (C-E) 1 .-1 (C-E) 2 .A EMIT SUv V eel ce2 . SU 
· To determine the values fort , w~,j and tb b' the outdiffusion V SU SU 
:C 
\) 
of then+ substrate material into the n-e ·taxial material was 
1 1 d · 1 ·, . - ( 13) A 1 h . " 1 ca cu ate as approximate y one micron- - . so, t e m1n1mum va ues 
for the diffusion depths of.t.}:le base (1.5 microns) and emitter 
( 1. 3 m)crons) were used. As -can be seen from the tab le, the value 






--- -'- ~-- as- high as 152. 3,. ohms depending on ~he epitaxial re,sistivi ty value. 
'." a: , 
1 ncluBi Collector-Emitter Saturatfon·Voltage 
- . - __, ... -----~ ---~----------- - -- ~- - -- ~~---- - .. ·- ----
As was stated earlier, the collector'!""emitter sat:uration voltage-,. 
- . -----·· -,----- -n.:-- -:. 
. ~ 
··=-~m.i.t'te.r s.atcu:rat.ionc~v_o·l:tages~-·b~-~ess.entia..lly .ohs.enrillg_.th.e~ _ e:ffe.~ts 
.·· 1. . ·:. ""· 
• 14 -
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·of other parameters and ch·aracteristics such as inverse alpha, 
forward-current transfer ratios, and collector-series resistance. 
One qf the reasons for doing this is that gold "spiking'' may increase 
the epitaxial resistivity, thereby increasing the collector resistance 
and affecting the VCE(SAT) of a device. Later on, the theoretical 
c~lculated results will be compared against those results obtained 
from the study. 
The following equation for collector-emitter saturation voltage 
·has been derived by Ebers and Moll(l4). 
....... 
;;/~ - '!='·:-_·_:--:-·~--~: -
--- ----- -- --
- - ----- - -
.,,. • •~, • • - ~. - - .,-, •" :;':,_. •• ;:.: •• · ... ·,-.--r,Tlf' ... -,, -- r - -
• 
1 - a · I , 
al (1 - ( N) _f_) 
KT aN IB 
+ - R,n -----------q I 
1 + c....f.) c1 ) 18 - al 
:where K: = Boltzmann's constant 
... . . ...- . 
. T ... = temperature in degrees Kelvin 
.. q = electron charge 
-ct1 = inverse alpha· 
- ·-··------- ------- .. 
0 
---------- -------------- ----- ~- -- - - - -- -·- --------------·--·· ---· 
------- --- --·----- --- - - --·-·-. ~- -- -• - ~- ·----- - __ . - " ----------. -·--. -. ~-~-------~~--..,.--. 
. aN :;'- alpha. noma-1--- · _:_._ · ---~---=-- ,-~- ~-:· -- - ----- --- - - - . ~--;· . ___ .. -:~---·-- -- . 
' 
. IC = collector· currel}t. · . ·- ~----·-·---·· ...... --.. ·--.-------·- ·.....----------··- ---·-. --·--·· ---·--
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·the equation will look like .. 
• . . 
IC ' •=-- . 
aI (1 6I ) . KT B 
VCE(SAT) ~ ± - .tn + Rsc1c + RSE1E. · q tc 1 + Cr) (1 - a1) B 
;;:~ - ·=- --:- _-__ ,.. .:.:...;; .- '. 
In the above equation, the voltage magnitudes are additive for either 
p-n-p or n-p-n transistors. (lS) However, since the emitter series 
resistance is at least an order of magnitude less than the series 
collector resistance, it c·an be for all practical purposes negI·ected. 
Therefore, the final expression used to calculate VCE(SAT) was 
KT 
VCE(SAT) ~ ([ R.n 





In Table 3, usi_ng the above equation, the collector-emitter 
. 
saturation voltage was calculat·ed for seven different· collector 
' 
series.resistances ranging from 1.0 to 50.0 ohms. The drive ratio 
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.-different collector currents, 10·, 25, and· 50, ~illiamperes and· three 
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·'., The value of O ._1 was selected_ f_or inverse_ alpha. , In Figure~.?-'------------~--------~--------------- .. ,.J_/ 
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. do not radically change, and the different levels of VCE(SAT) are 
primarily due to the RSC values. From the value of 0.1 to 0.8 
for inverse alpha, there is a change in VCE(SAT) of approximately 
. 
100 to 150 millivolts. Since it appeared VCE(SAT) vaiied more 
at the lower valued inverse alphas; the value of 0.1 was selected. 
There Was no significant difference in ~he VCE(SAT) readings 
using betas of SO, 150, and 250. However, as can be seen from-the 
table, when the value of collector current is practically doubled 
the VCE(~AT) increases accordingly and most of the voltage i:-s due 
to the drop across the collector-series resistance. 
I:n Figure 6, l!lSitng·values from Table 3, the calculated VCE(SAT) 
voltage is plotted against an average collector series resistance, 
Rsc· Using beta equal to 50 and inverse alpha _equal to .1, the 
curves indicate the affect on VCE(SAT) voltages by raising the values 
of- collector current and collector series resistance. - ·-·· 
C. Storage Time C;J r :;. tan r . 
Storage time is the time re~uired for the transistor to come 
out of osaturation,. or specific~lly'. the time required to reduce 
... 
·· - - -- · · ·-· -:-'the-· e-xces s charge- to zero /J 61._ · • ·· · ·.··· · . -
Consider the storage time equation derived by· Phillips(l7) 
:which. states 
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where t = storage time 
5 




= turn-on base current 
. ,,,, 







r::.i·"·:: ... ,,ii; •• ;.· - ............. """'! ,-- --:-·~ :;::-;.1 .• -=·. 
·1 
_B2 
- turn-off base current I ·~.; ~ 0 
-, ! 
IC= collector current 







LE+ aNLCS + 'TERaNaI - LCSaNaI 
1 - aNaI 
/ 
wnere Qx = excess stored c~arge 
I 8 = excess base current 
X 
L =· forward emitter time constant E 
Les =· time constant of the collector 
1ER - reverse emitter time constant. -
.aN - alpha normal -







Ob~erving the followin-g- -relationships for di-f-fused si_licon 
--- - --- -- - ' - v•·--··· . -P-l~ar .s.tructuxes: ( ~~) ·---
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the value for the storage time constant can be evaluated, . . 
-.. .. "",-- ...... ,: .--::, ···---., ·- - --·.-.""; ;:,:· -· : . - -:.---:-::_· =- -- ·•-.c...:·c--.~ . 
(0.6 T aNaI 't nc 
+ 2.4 nc aNaI) + etN 2 2 wb wb di 
-
•.. - = ;:r '" - T - 1 - • ... ·-- .-,. -- ,. . -:·- ~ ..•. _" - . -- .. -s aNa.I 
t. .•· 
It is apparent that the major factor in determining th1e storage 
time constant is the minority-carrier lifetime in the collector 
which is depend/t upon the go~: "spike" temperature. 












=---(rJS V N 
n n 
cross-section of electrons 
) 
velo·ci ty of electrons 
N = concentration of gold atoms. 
_.,__._ 
Its relation-
In Table 4, the calculated sto~age time constant ,as :well -as 
I 
the gold "spike" temperature., concentration of gold atoms (obtained 
from s_olid solubility of gold in silicon at g:old. ''spike" temperature)' 
_ __J, ---· 
.and time ·constant of the .. collect'or region are listed. Also shown 
... 
• 
··are values for °ll' aN, ~I'_ TB_., IB -~ _Ic, crn~- ~nd Yn· ______ ~ . 
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V. DESIGN OF STUDY 
;I 
As was previously stated, the intent of this study was to observe 
the combined effects of gold diffusion temperatures and n-type 
epi,taxial material resistivities upon the electrical parameters 
of a silicon beam lead ,planar transistor. 
. --' -:::;:-,--~ ":- r.,.-~~ ,~- ··~ .... 
. " ' ---- .. _ . 
This study was divided into four major experiments. The following 
experiments were proposed using different n~type epitaxial material 
resistivities and gold spike temperatures. 
Experiment A 
.15-.25 Q-cm 
















Experiment D . 
6.0-10.0 n-cm 













In many production type or models facilities where n-type 
epitaxial material resistivities are requested, a range of specified 
. 
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Devices were fabricated for each lot except for five lots . 
{Three of these lots received the 1200°C gold spike temperature.) 
The devices in the five lots which failed were not able to pass 
\ 
preliminary tests under probe test conditions and therefore, it 
was decided not to' bond them to ceramic headers as was done for 
the devices of the remaining nineteen lots. 
- ,.__a...__, 
In Table 5, the final design of study is shown. Listed are 
the lot numbers for Experiments /{ through D, with the respective 
epitaxial material resistivities, gold spike temperat_ures, and sample 
size. Initially, it was the intent t~ have a sample size of 20 
. 
- .... - ------ ··---. 
for each lot but the sample size ranged ,--from as low as six to as 
I • 
high as twenty-one (due.to assembly and test difficultie~). The 
. . 
dash marks in the sample size co1Ulll1l for the particu_lar lot indicates 
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VI.· EVALUATION OF MEASURED PARAMETERS 
The tests made on all of the devices were d.c. except for the 
storage time and frequency response measurements. In Table 6, the 
. 
... 
.. ,. '· -;,, " · tests performed are indicated along with the test conditions, symbol 
for each test, and units for the measurement. A total of fourteen 
tests was performed. 
In Tables 7 to 18, minimum, median, and maximum values are 
' 
shown for each parameter along with the respective lot number, initial 
resistivity, gold spike temperature, a~d sample size._ For the inverse 
alpha and frequency.response measurements, values shown are for 
·-- -- --- _.__. - - - . ~ - . - _,,_, 





A. Storage Time 
The storage time at II I= -II I= .II · I= 5 mAdc. is measured. For C · B1 B2 
large values of beta,·the storage time constant is 1/0.7 x storage 
time. With each ·range of resistivity, (as Table 7 indicates), the 
values of storage time decrease with an increase in gold .. "spike'' 
temperature. In each·resistivity ·range, the non-gold "spike"-lot. ': 
had values considerably higher than those lots which were gold ''spiked''. 
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nanoseconds to as high as 76. 3 nanoseconds. tn Figure 7, T . - versus Ui 
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initial resistivity for various . .gold "spike" tempe~atures is plotted. 
·;,1 
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B: Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio (hFEi and hfEz) 
The information gathered on the forward-current gains of the 
devices in this study, Tables 8 and 9, revealed variation in gain 
. /) 
. ;' 
such that no definite statement can be made to the effect that when-
gold "spike" temperatures increase, gains will decrease. This was 
anticipated since the gain depends primarily on the base doping 
and the base width (hence doping) cannot be precisely controlled 
at these shallow junction depths. 
C. Collector-Emitter Saturation Voltage (VCE(SAT){' VCE(SAT)
2
,. 
r In Tables 10, 11 and 12, the median values for collector-emitter 
saturation_voltage, in·general, increased with an increase in gold 
"spiking" temperature~and epitaxial: material resistivity. The higher 
voltages occurred with the high-valued resfstivity material and 
. . . 
the high gold "spike" temperature.· Some of the high values of VCE(SAT) 
at high currents_ for the 6. 0- 7 .. 0 Q-cm group are due to low gains and 
,::, 
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D. Collector-Emitter Sustain Voltage (VCE(SUS)) 
higher-valued resistivity material than the sustain.voltages.for ! 
-----~-- --- - --'-! . : 
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------------------------------- .· · the --lower'"vatued resistivity material: ··. Erolil the values in Table 13, I • 
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B. Collector-Emitter Breakdown Voltage, Shqrt Circuited Base 
- .•• --- . ; ·-· . __..._ ;,--···-·:=-:;: ~~ - -, '~ • c·--c--.,~--~ '-' 
. ' . 
With' a good transistor, the VCES breakdown voltage will always 
be larger than the sustain voltage, VCE(SUS)' at the same current 
1evel. However, as was indicated in Table 14, the VCES voltage 
was measured ·at 10 µadc whereby the VCE(SUS) voltage was measured_ 
-~~~ 
; at 10 mAdc. From the data, it can be seen that some of the VCES 
voltages were lower than the VCE(SUS) voltages. This is character-' 
istically attributed to a poor junction, and when the breakdown 
voltage curve was observed on an oscilloscope, a rounded knee rather· 
than a sharp knee in the curve was seen. 
However, with· respect to the diffe-rent epi taxfal resistivity 
materials, the values of V CES, i_n general, increased with increasing 
resistivity values. The range of VCES median voltages ~onsidering 
all four different resistivity lots were from 7 .6 volts to as_ hig._h __ .. 
as 119.0 volts for the 6.0 to 7.0 n-cm material. 
F.. Emitter-Base .Breakdown Voltage, Collector Open Ci-1'.'C:Uit·ed 
, Considerin-g_ the entire lots, the median values for emitter- · · ·· ~ 
- '-------- --~ "• • --·--·•--•- • r./. • • ~ ',. • .----------·- ' ___ ,,_ __ '. •.• ~•--·-··· .' . . ,_ ~,-•··-·--........... ~-~ ___________ ....... ------~--. ·-~ .. ---~----------- - ' - . . ... ~ .. 
·-~ci_se breakdown .volt_age ra~ged·~rom 6.5 volts to ·1 .4 volts as shown 
in Table 15. The higher voltages occurring with the transistors 
. . . . . 
. . I ·.·~· 
-
- - -. 
- •-----
: 
- -- ·-·· --. --------- 'f -









---···--·--· us i !!_g__ the ~6. 0 to. 7. 0 n~cm __ resi.sti¥ity_mat.eri al·~·~. The_ rang-_e.:,~,.o.£,_.~values.-. -··-·--. -~··:·---.. -..... ·-··-· .. --~----~.·;-·. 
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·. as sh.own in Table 16. The median values ranged from 0.754 to 0.798 
< , 
volts. - . ..:.·; .... 
:: .... 
- 24 -
.... -,, ... ., 
H. Leakage Currents (ICBO' IEBO) I -.. ·-------: . - ""'" 
As was indicated in Section III, gold diffusion is often used 











.... ,,...~~.-------- current. In Tables 17 and 18, the .median values for both collector- :.. - ., - ..:- . """". - ·- ---"'· ·. . . . --·--- -~--· ··--- -- -- . ,. . 
..... ' 
" base cutoff currents and emitter-base cutoff currents indicate the 
transistors had con.siderably low leakage cµrrents, and the variation 
in values was not excessive. The higher leakage currents occurring 
with the transistors using the 6.0 to 7.0 n-cm resistivity material • 
. 
As was expected, the ICBO values were larger than the !EBO leakage 
"\ 
values.. Their median values ranged from O .1 to 23. 0 ·nanoarnperes 
whereas the IEBO median valu_es ranged from less than O. 01 nanoampere:· 
to 0.08 nanoampere. 
J. ~ Transition Frequency (fr) and Inverse Alpha (a1) 
As-tmatter of added information, the, transition frequen~y 
and inverse alpha_ were measured as shown in Tables 19 and 20 on 
I 
a few of the devices in ~his study~ 
The transition frequencies ranged from 180 to 910 megahertz. 
It was interesting to note that the· transition frequencies of the-. 
1· r ;, ( 
1 
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In Table 20, the • inverse alpha for a few aevices • 1S indicated. 
Values ranged from 0.02 to 0.82. The 0.57 to 0.79 n-cm lots seemed 
to have the least variation of the four different resistivity lots, 
•. ., .. =-----;,·--·-~·-a?,"".·- whereas, the 6.0 to 7.0 n-cm lots showed the most variation. 
' -\ 
\ 
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VII. ,GENERAL DISCUSSION ;c-.;,,.-,,.~· : !' -- ·:,. -,.c; " - ··:·: - ._ !lO·-·=--= --- ~, ,.-:::·_ ::·,-.~-., -· -:---: ' ·:· ··-· ~::.·- <.-a~.;:-_·_ n -' ' 
A. Collector Series Resistance 
In Table 21, the approximate calculated collector series 
resistances using estimated resistivity values from resistivity-gold 
concentration curves(Zl) are shown. Also indicated are the gold 
"spike" temperatures, values for the solid solubility of gold in 
silicon(ZZ), the shallow initial donor concentrations in silicon(Z3), 
and an ayerage initial resistivity for each of the four experiments. 
From these various curves, which seem to be the only information 
-. .>, -
available at this time, estimated resistivity valu~s were found 
·· - -·---- - --- · so as to predict the approximate collector series resistarice of 
- - - - _.., ________ ~ .. ·--- .... 




the transistors. ~ From the table, it can be seen that the estimated 
J 
resistivity values increase with an increase in gold "spiking" tern-
perature which in turn causes .the collector series ·resistance to 
-' 
. . increase. 
-- ---- -
- ---- -
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---- ------ --------- -
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shallow donor concentration, the reystivity increases· 
. Increase the gold -concentration° fuhh r and the resistivity 
resistivity of pur,e sflicon (no impurities or defects) at_ 300°K is. 
' . -. . 
' , 
· - · appr~irnately 230,000 Q-cm. (l4)) Increase the gold concentration 
.. 
I .. 
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The above explanation describes why there are dash marks in 
·the estimated resistivity colwnn as well as in the collector series 
resistance column signifying that the resistivity values could not 
b~~re~d from the resistivity-gold·concentration curves. 
In Table 22, the calculated collector series resistance after 
processing is shown for the particular .. ~ot number, gold "spike" 
temperature, and initial resistivity value. Also indicated are 
the initial calculated RSC values for no gold qoping from Table 2. 
(· 
The collector series resistance after processing was found_ by 
.utilizing the collector-emitter saturation voltage versus collector 
._ ..... _ ...... ,-... ... ---···:..-.. -......... ~ .... - . ' -
current curves, F.igures 8 to 11. The equation for V CE (SAT) was 
stated before as 
- . - ~---
. 
·"·-
Solvin~.for R8C; .,,.. 
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The VCE(SAT) voltage was measured at three different collector currents, 
10, 25, and so· milliamperes in order that these curves could be.· .. , 
generated. 
The approximate values of RSC in Table 21 that were calculated 
from the resistivity versus gold concentration curves can now bP 
compared to the RSC values .experimentally determined in Table" 22. 
The calculated values are substantially higher indicating that the 
gold conc~ntrations achieved in this experiment are lower than those 
obtained by Bullis. Also, it is difficult to tell which part of the 
curves in Reference (21) are-experiment~lly determined and which 
are extrapolations. The RSC values calculated for no gol.d doping 
(Tables 2 and 22) 'are also substantially higher than those achieved 
· experimentally. Possible explanation_s of· the differences between _ 
calculations and experiment are substantial doping of the epitaxial 
layer by th.e heavily doped substrate, substantial current spreading 
.. I 
' in the epitaxial layer (i.e .. , not the worst case conditions as cal-
. . 
·--cu-lated) ,-prooipi-tation'"·o~~go-hl·;...-at~o1n-s,-·-and--t11.-e·--inrluenc-e-- of--p-r-o·cess1:ng 




''.'techniques''; ,Howeve~, it is encouraging to see t_hese low .values 
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' ~ . . 
gold "spike" temperatures are shown. (There was not enough data to 
plot curves for the 900°C and 1200°C lots.) The collector current 
remained constant at 10 milliamperes~ 
• 
' 
Using the no gold "spike" temperature as a control group, it 
can be seen that there is a significant increase in VCE(SAT) voltages 
at the higher gold "spike" temperatures. The 11S0°C group shows 
significantly more of an increase than the remaining groups. The 
theory worst-case analysis curve (RSC values obtained from Table 2) 
is considerably higher than the experimental control (no Au spike)' 
due to_ worst-case approximations of collector series resistance. 
··- •• ~~--,._.;;::---..::-· >*'13 . ............___-··-~·-· - -
~The design limits of resistivity and gold doping level can be 
readily obtained from these curves for any device specification. 
For example, device requirements of 0.25 volt saturation voltage 
-, 
maximum and a 10 nanosecond storage time maximum (hence 1100°C gold 
_"spi~e") would -result in a usable maximum epitaxial resistivity of 
_ 3.0 n-cm. This r~sistivity limit now determines the maximwn sustain 
breakdown voltage obtainable. 
·'. C. 
·~ 
Storage Time·, \, 
\ . 
<,, 
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The curves of Figures 7 and 13 may be used by the device or circuit 
designer to obtain the storage time required. The value of VCE(SAT) 
for the device can then be obtained from Figure 12 •. 
... i 
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In general, favorable test results have been obtained after 
the fabrication of silicon planar beam-lead sealed-junction transistors 
which used gold diffusion temperatures of 900°C, 1040°C, 1100°c, 11so0 c, 
and 1200°C and n-type epitaxial resistivity materials of 0.2-0.25 n-cm, 
""'" 
0.57-0.79 Q-cm, 1.1-3.2 n-cm, and 6.0-7.0 D-cm. However, the analysis 
. ~ 
of data revealed poor test results for those devices fabricated 
with a gold diffusion temperature of 1200°C. Also, more experimentation 
..._ L is needed to amply characterize the transistors with the 6.0-7.0 Q-cm 
material, although some good _devices were fabricated. 
Values for collector series resistances obtained experimentally 
irom\"[~E(SA.T)vs. le curves were c~nsiderably smaller than those 
values found from a worst-case analysis. Experimental values for 
.. 
storage time ·were _co~par-able to theoretical considerations. The collector-
emitter saturation voltages\ increased accordingly with ·an increase 
in the level of the gold diffusion temperatures, and the storage time 








li The most 'i.mp~rtant results of t'1is study are Figures 12 and -13. f\ 
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·11. Table 12 
Collector-Emitter Saturation Voltage (VCE(SAT)
3
) in Volts 
:-· ~ - - .- .--- . 
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.. _. .• 
·. 'l"'•' Au Spike 
. ---~ Temp. - ---~ -- p 
)· Lot #. en-cm) (°C) 
AN-70 . 2 None 
AN-51 . 2 900 
AN-56 .21 1040 
AN-59 .25 1100 
AN-62 1240 J l:E50 
AN-66 .25 1200 
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AN-116 1.1 1200·-
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Collector-Emitt~r Sustain Voltage (VCE(SUS)) in Volts 
Au' Spike 
" 
p - Temp. 
------tot'# cn~cm) ( oc;,) 
AN-70 .2 None 
AN-51 .2 900 
AN-56 .21 1040 
AN-59 .25 1100 
AN-62 12-li· 1150 
_ AN-66 .25 1200 
AN-95 . ---.:l~ -None 
AN-75 . 57. 900 
AN-81 .71 1040 
AN-85 . 79' 1100 
AN-.86 .79 1150 
AN-90 .57 1200 
AN-118 2.7 None 
AN-98 1.2 900 
AN-103 lUI-. ___ lMO __ __ 
-~--~----~ 
AN-107. 2.7 1100 
AN-11i 3.2 1150 
AN-116 1.1 1200 
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Collector-Emitter Breakdown Voltage. 
Short Circuited Base (V CES) in Vol ts* ---
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• Emitter-Base Breakdown Voltage.(>:)Cbd<lector 
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Table 16 
Base-Emitter Saturation Voltage (VBE(SAT)) in Volts 
p 
Lot.# (Q-cm) 
AN-70 . 2 
AN-51 .2 
AN-56 .21 
AN-59 • 25 
AN-62 .24 
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Table 18 ~ - - - - - - - - - - :o'.-· ... - - -
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Table 19 
Transition Frequency (_£1) in Megahertz r 
Devices 
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(°C) #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 
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Approximate Calculated Rsc Using Re§_istivity Values 
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bi.li ty of Au ,.),1Shal low Donor 
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